ASME Executive Committee Minutes
September 25, 2009

Short Tour @ Adams Thermal
-October 28: 2 PM leave, 3 PM there, back by 5 or 5:30 PM
-N. Van Gaalen to look into this in person

Internship presentation
-All except S. Fopma should be able to (ask Sam)

Speaker (mid-late November)
-local
-N. Van Gaalen has some ideas
-Van Essen (maybe next semester) Dordt Grad – John Deere in Germany – iT4 Engines
-A. Sivisma (do with business club)
-J. Vanderhoef
-G. Pennings
-J. Van Grow
-T. De Young
-S. Melema (Minneapolis) Building Facades
-M. Melema
-D. Post (President of Interstates Electronics)
-T. Blankenspoor
-E. Eekhoff

-Involve other majors to increase possibility of Symposium funding

General: Check that IEEE and ASCE events do not overlap with ours (A. Nykamp will check)